
 

 

 

 

 

“This raw, inclusive showcase has become Austin's new fashion underground,  

taking the boring and uninspiring runway shows that have become all too commonplace  

across the city and throwing them aside.” 

 

-CultureMap Austin 

 

DIPTYCH ANNOUNCES NEW FASHION SHOW: 
DIPTYCH III 

 

Austin, TX—January 3, 2019—DIPTYCH, in collaboration with Hyperreal Film Club, IEC and 
fiscal sponsor Co-Lab Projects, announced today its next immersive, high fashion runway 
show: “DIPTYCH III.”  Three local fashion designers—Melissa Taylor, Samantha Fabry and Ida 
Béhjat—will once again come together to showcase new lines at Austin School of Film on 
Saturday, February 23rd, 2019. 

DIPTYCH III picks up where DIPTYCH II left off, further revolutionizing the live fashion 
experience with a system-shocking, representative, and truly local pop-up runway show. The 
teams behind Hyperreal Film Club and IEC are back to handle creative place-making and 
runway installation (i.e. as many lights and projections as the grid can conceivably hold).  

DIPTYCH attendance has increased from 300+ to 500+ over the course of its first two runway 
shows. The next warehouse is booked and cleared to occupy even more. The evening will begin 
with doors, drinks, and music at 8PM.  The main event (9PM) will showcase three breathtaking 
runway segments with local models wearing each designer’s original collections. This is your 
fashion winter solstice, the shortest hour of the year—a buzzy blur of concrete, light and fabric 
that won’t let your head go for six long months. 



 

The OFFICIAL DIPTYCH III AFTERPARTY will be held at Last Straw. 

Tickets are available at Eventbrite:  

$40 Front Row (seated) / $20 GA (seated) / $10 GA (standing room only) 

And don’t forget to check out the last runway show and more at diptychatx.com. 

 

ABOUT DIPTYCH: 

DIPTYCH is a platform and community group for emerging Austin-based fashion designers. 
DIPTYCH presents the fashion runway in a unique format by utilizing film projections, live 
music and more to create a spectacular, immersive experience.  DIPTYCH is an inclusive 
show, welcoming everybody from everywhere to celebrate fashion as a personal, 
self-expressive art form and its ability to delight, provoke, and inspire. DIPTYCH is an 
advocating body for new and diverse voices in fashion; it is an increasingly well-connected 
platform that can market and promote adventurous and creative new work; it is a lab where 
talented individuals can try out new ideas in design and creation of unforgettable experiences.  

ABOUT HYPERREAL FILM CLUB: 

Hyperreal Film Club (HFC) is a home for radical voices and collaborative art experiences in 
Austin, TX. HFC is a collective originally created to share and promote diverse and daring films 
with a devoted local following and to showcase important and diverse local art in many modes. 
HFC has since expanded in scope to produce crowd-sourced VHS zines, live scores, drive-in 
theaters, fashion shows, experimental AV festivals, and phantasmagoric live art installations.  

ABOUT CO-LAB PROJECTS: 

Co-Lab Projects, fiscal sponsor for this event, is an artist-run nonprofit organization dedicated 
to providing resources, education, and exhibition space to artists that produce contemporary 
works of art, installation, and performance. Through collaboration and engagement, Co-Lab 
Projects encourages artistic exploration and dialogue within the community. 

 

CONTACT: diptychatx@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

This project is supported in part by the 
Cultural Arts Division of the City of Austin 
Economic Development Department.   

https://www.diptychatx.com/
mailto:diptychatx@gmail.com

